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Company Summary

The Economist is a weekly in-
ternational news and business 
publication, offering clear report-
ing, commentary and analysis on 
world current affairs

The Economist turns to Zadara for enterprise-grade NFS storage, and to 
help it address key scalability and performance challenges. 

The Economist is a weekly newspaper owned by The Economist Group and

produced in offices based in London. Continuous publication began in 1843 
and today circulation is over 1.5 million. 

Outgrowing a third-party solution. 

The publishing company was using a third-party hosting service to support 
their rapidly growing image library, customer database and content man-
agement system. But they realized that they were bumping into the architec-
tural limitations of the existing hosting service. As Brendan McPartlan, Vice 
President of Operations and Infrastructure put it, “the hosting service was 
fully-managed — but not well managed — and therefore, we were constantly 
running out of capacity. This inability to manage capacity was significantly 
impacting productivity.”

Additionally, the prior hosted solution was not providing the overall perfor-
mance needed to support internal requirments. The rapid pace of a media

and publishing business requires data to be immediately available to meet

publishing deadlines. Performance bottlenecks are simply not acceptable,

and changes needed to be made. 

The Economist chooses Zadara.

The Economist worked closely with their AWS consulting partner, Cloudreach 
to perform a comprehensive market analysis. After significant due diligence, 
a shortlist of vendors was selected and evaluated based on features, func-
tionality and physical performance benchmarks. In the end, Zadara was 
deemed superior in all categories and The Economist selected Zadara as 
the vendor of choice. 

A key requirement for the Economist was to find a cloud-based, NFS storage

services solution connecting to their AWS compute evironment. When eval-
uating potential providers, Zadara was the only vendor who could provide 
this capability sufficiently.
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The bulk of their storage is connected to AWS US East in 
Virginia, and an additional requirement was to protect their 
data against any form of data corruption or physical disas-
ter. By working with Zadara, the Economist architected a 
combination of snapshots for rapid data recovery and re-
mote mirroring for disaster recovery. Their AWS US East data 
is now being mirrored to AWS US West in Northern California. 
By using the Zadara snapshot and replication features, the 
Economist is well protected against any type of disaster.

Their new Zadara virtual private storage arrays provide 
them with high-performance, enterprise-grade NFS file 
services supporting their image library, customer database 
and content management system. Further, the performance 
concerns have been eliminated. 

“The way the Zadara team architected the environment, 
placing our storage close to our AWS instances in US East 
and US West, we are now seeing significant overall perfor-
mance improvements,” observed McPartlan. In addition, 
Zadara’s ability to provide enterprise grade NFS functionality 
was critical in architecting a business continuity and disaster 
recovery strategy for the company. Noted McPartlan: “The 
Zadara snapshots and replication features have been bril-
liant. We now meet our stringent requirements for data pro-
tection and are able to recover from any potential disaster.” 

“As an AWS customer who required full featured NFS func-
tionality, we were thrilled to identify Zadara Storage. No oth-
er vendor was able to provide the features and fuctionality 
we needed. Other solutions simply were not fully baked,” said 
McPartlan.

“With Zadara the re-
sults have been fan-
tastic. We never run 
out of capacity. The 
topic simply never 
comes up.”  
Brendan McPartlan, 
Vice President, Operations, 
The Economist
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Transform your business with zero-risk enterprise storage.

Zadara transforms storage-related costs from a variable mix 
of equipment and management expenses to a predictable, 
on-demand, pay-per-use, elastic service that greatly simpli-
fies planning, streamlines budgeting, and improves return on 
investment (ROI). Find out how zero-risk enterprise storage 
can help transform your business. Call or email today.
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